
The Challenge
Graduate social work students place a high value on 
research but they are anxious and sometimes reluctant to 
learn about it. 

Current Climate
Evidenced-based practice is firmly entrenched and funding 
for social work programs is often contingent on 
demonstrated outcomes.  Many of our students will be 
leaders in the field and a lack of research skill may be a 
disadvantage.

Our Goal
We want social work students to graduate feeling able to 
undertake research in their social work careers and 
confident in their research abilities should they pursue 
doctoral studies.

The Philosophy
Begins with the idea that students are more likely to 
attempt research in the future if they think they can do it. 
Research self-efficacy develops in a climate where students: 
 hear encouraging messages
 see research modeled to produce the effect of ‘if she can 
do it – I can do it’  
 successfully do it themselves – ‘master  experience’

Aspiration, Team-work and Effort are critical ingredients too!

Our Teaching Positionality
We are one assistant professor, one PhD candidate, two 
PhD students and together we are a research team

We are committed to: 
 modeling our working together in this project. 
 the twin goals of cultivating student belief in their 
ability to “do” research and developing data analysis skills. 
 resisting ‘talk’ that suggests research is hard, undoable 
or unimportant for social work clinicians. 
 getting excited by the discoveries in our data
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The Course 
Clinical Social Work Research and Data Analysis (SK 615)

Prerequisites  
 Our Research Methodologies Course (SK 504)

 Open-mindedness
. 

.
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The ‘Learning-by-Doing’ Data Analysis Project

Pre-Course

• develop a mixed methods 
research proposal 

• secure approval from ethics

• create buzz *

• collect data from students 

In-Course

• student research teams are formed**
• teams develop analytical approach
• tailored teaching (depends on skill level and data) 

•mix of classroom instruction, lab tutorial, 
individual support. 

• each team submits a quantitative analysis, a 
qualitative analysis and a reflection paper 

Post-Course

Based on our analysis we:

• draft journal article

• invite student authors***

• present findings at the 
Faculty Annual Research 
Day****

Project Time Line

*  during orientation, on web, in methodology class, at research forum

**  students learn well together when their team mates have comparable skills

***  all students are acknowledged

****  if students did it last year – we can do it too 

Strengths and Strains
 primarily positive student feedback (esp. 

self-efficacy and   de-mystification)
 we rely on each other and learn together
 its labour intensive
 we are searching for a way to be more reflective of 
student research interests

Upcoming Refinements
 ensuring that students with advanced skills receive 
the required support to challenge themselves (we are 
moving to a two-tiered instruction level)
 grading?
 evaluating effectiveness of the approach with 
rigorous design – we have promising preliminary 
findings
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